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Strawberry Knoll Elementary School 
P.T.A. Science Fair 

Dear Parents: 

Thank you for participating with your child in the Strawberry Knoll Science Fair. 
We hope that this will afford the opportunity for our students to know how much 
fun science can be. 

In this packet you will find a list of science project ideas, a science fair planning 
guide and a set of exhibit guidelines.  The list of ideas is designed to get you 
thinking!  Your child’s project does not have to be an experiment.  It should 
involve research and explanation of a small area of science.  Use the information 
in the packet as a reference to help with project ideas or research ideas on your 
own to find something that excites and challenges your child. 

The tall presentation board format is optional.  It can, however, be helpful in 
displaying information and facts.  Your child can use this to organize his or her 
project or experiment.  Presentation boards may be purchased at office supply or 
craft stores. 

We welcome novel and original experiments and look forward to including a great 
variety of exhibits at the fair.  When designing your exhibit or experiment, please 
follow the guidelines, especially the safety precautions. 

Please remember that the Science Fair is non-competitive; the science projects 
will not be judged and all participants will receive a participation certificate and 
award.  Children may enter individual or group projects and family projects are 
welcomed and encouraged. 

Thank you for your support, 

Jeffrey Smiley 
240-654-4746
jasmiley60@gmail.com

Thursday, February 16, 2017, 7 - 8:30 PM

Registration forms are due Thursday, February 9,
and require a parent/guardian signature



Strawberry Knoll Elementary School 
Science Fair Safety Guidelines 

 
As you are planning your science project, think about how you will present it at 
the Science Fair.  Your exhibit should show what you did how you did it and any 
results.  Drawings, photographs, charts, graphs and models may be used. 
 
Please remember: 
 
1. The project may involve any branch of science. 

2. The project should be able to be explained in a few minutes. 

3. The project may be completed by one, two or three SKES students. 

4. The project may use only a small amount of water.  Running water will not 
be available. 

5. Electricity will not be available for projects.  Batteries may be used. 

6. The project must not use sharp objects. 

7. The project must not use poisons or toxic chemicals. 

8. Avoid using valuable materials since it may be misplaced or damaged. 

9. No open flames. 

10. No live or previously living animals. 

11. No bacterial, viral or fungal cultures grown from human or animal 
substances. 

12. If the project involves liquids, seal everything to avoid any spillage.  Provide 
a drip pan and have paper towels available to wipe up any spills that might 
occur. 

13. The project must fit on a table approximately 4 feet long. 

 



Science Project Ideas – Level 1 
How much salt does it take to float 
an egg? 

Do bigger seeds produce bigger 
plants? 

What kind of juice cleans pennies 
best? 

Which materials absorb the most 
water? 

Which dish soap makes the most 
bubbles? 

Do wheels reduce friction? 

Do watches keep time the same? What materials dissolve in water? 
On which surface can a snail move 
faster – dirt or cement? 

What is the soil in my school yard 
made of? 

Which brand of raisin cereal has 
the most raisins? 

Does holding a mirror in front of a 
fish change what a fish does? 

How can you measure the strength 
of a magnet? 

What color of birdseed do birds like 
best? 

Do ants like cheese or sugar 
better? 

What holds 2 boards together 
better – a nail or a screw? 

Can the design of a paper airplane 
make it fly further? 

Will bananas brown faster on the 
counter or in the refrigerator? 

Do roots of a plant always grow 
downward? 

Does temperature affect the growth 
of plants? 

Can you tell what something is just 
by touching it? 

Do mint leaves repel ants? 

What kinds of things do magnets 
attract? 

Does a ball roll farther on grass or 
dirt? 

What food do mealworms prefer? Do al objects fall to the ground at 
the same speed? 

How long will it take a teaspoon of 
food dye to color a glass of still 
water? 

Which travels faster – a worm or a 
snail? 

Does a bather take less water than 
a shower? 

Which part of the paper towel is the 
strongest? 

Can you tell where sound comes 
from when you are blindfolded? 

Does anyone in my class have the 
same fingerprints? 

Can plants grow without soil? Can plants grow from leaves? 
Does ware water freeze faster than 
cool water? 

Which dissolves better in water:  
salt or baking soda? 

In my class who is taller – boys or 
girls? 

Can things be identified by just their 
smell? 

Do different types of apples have 
the same number of seeds? 

With which type of battery do toys 
run longest? 

 



Science Project Ideas – Level 2 
How far does a snail travel in one 
minute? 

Does the color of water affect its 
evaporation? 

Do different types of soil hold 
different amounts of water? 

Can you separate salt from water 
by freezing? 

Will adding bleach to the water of a 
plant reduce fungus growth? 

How does omitting an ingredient 
affect the taste of a cookie? 

Does water with salt boil faster than 
plain water? 

Do suction sups stick equally well 
different surfaces? 

How far can a person lean without 
falling? 

Which student in class has the 
greatest lung capacity? 

Can you tell time without a watch or 
clock? 

How much weight can a growing 
plant lift? 

How far can a water balloon be 
tossed to someone before it 
breaks? 

Will water with salt evaporate faster 
than water without salt? 

Does the shape of a kite affect its 
flight? 

Does it matter in which direction 
seeds are planted? 

Does an ice cube melt faster in air 
or water? 

Which cheese grows mold the 
fastest? 

Does sugar prolong the life of cut 
flowers? 

Do al colors fade at the same rate? 

How much of an orange is water? Which brand of diaper holds the 
most water? 

Which liquid has the highest 
viscosity? 

In my class who has the smallest 
hands –boys or girls? 

Will more air inside a basketball 
make it bounce higher? 

Which kind of cleaner removes ink 
stains best? 

Does the color of light affect plants 
growth? 

Does a plant grow bigger if watered 
by milk or water? 

Does baking soda lower the 
temperature of water? 

Which brand of soap makes the 
most suds? 

Which brand of popcorn pops the 
most kernels? 

Does a baseball go farther when hit 
by a wood or metal bat? 

Which brand of popcorn pops the 
fastest? 

Do living plants give off moisture? 

How much can a caterpillar eat in 
one day? 

Using a lever, can one student lift 
another student who is bigger? 

In my class, who has the biggest 
feet – boys or girls? 

What gets warmer – sand or dirt? 

Do plans grow bigger in soil or 
water? 

Which kind of glue holds two 
boards together better? 



Science Project Ideas – Level 3 
What type of line carries sound 
waves best? 

Which way does the wind blow 
most frequently? 

Can the sun’s energy be used to 
clean water? 

Does the size of a light bulb affect 
its energy use? 

Does a green plant add oxygen to 
its environment? 

For how long a distance can 
speech be transmitted through a 
tube? 

Which metal conducts heat best? Which grows mold faster – moist 
bread or dry bread? 

What percentage of corn seeds in a 
package will germinate? 

What type of soil filters water best? 

Does an earthworm react to light 
and darkness? 

Does the color of a material affect 
its absorption of heat? 

Does the human tongue have 
definite areas for certain tastes? 

Does sound travel best through 
solids, liquids or gases? 

Can same type balloons withstand 
the same amount of pressure? 

Do sugar crystals grow faster in tap 
water or distilled water? 

Does the viscosity of a liquid affect 
its boiling point? 

Can you see better if you limit the 
light that gets to your eye? 

Does surrounding color affect an 
insect’s eating habits? 

How much of an apple is water? 

Do children’s’ heart rates increase 
as they get older? 

What common liquids are acid, 
base or neutral? 

Can you use a strand of human hair 
to measure air moisture? 

Do taller people run faster than 
shorter people? 

What materials provide the best 
insulation? 

Does the length of a vibrating 
object affect sound? 

Is using two eyes to judge distance 
more accurate than using one eye? 

Does a plant need some darkness 
to grow? 

Do different kinds of caterpillars eat 
different amounts of food? 

Who can balance better on the 
balls of their feet – boys or girls? 

What plant food contains starch? Does exercise affect heart rate? 
What keeps things colder – plastic 
wrap or aluminum foil? 

Which dish soap makes the longest 
lasting suds? 

Does heart rate increase with 
increasing sound volume? 

What are the effects of chlorine on 
plant growth? 

Do boys or girls have a higher 
resting heart rate? 

Which type of oil has the greatest 
density? 

Do liquids cool as they evaporate? How accurately do people judge 
temperatures? 

 



Planning Your Science Project 
 
When you have completed your research, you will need to create a work 
schedule for the project itself.  Your work schedule will include gathering the 
materials and equipment you’ll need to conduct your experiments, doing the 
experiments and recording the data, writing your report, and designing and 
building your science fair display.  Always give yourself more time than you think 
you will need for each step, so unexpected problems don’t cause you to become 
anxious or to rush through the steps. 
 
When working out your schedule, think of the following: 
 

1. How will I go about solving my problem?  What is my goal?  What do I want 
to show, prove or disprove? 

2. What materials and equipment will I need?  Make a detailed list of 
everything you will need for the project, including the experiments and the 
science fair display. 

3. What experiments will I need to conduct?  Remember that you may need to 
run you experiments several time to get truly accurate and valid data. 

4. How will I go about collecting and recording my observations, data and 
conclusions? 

5. How much information will I want to include in my final report? 

6. How do I want my science fair display to look?  What kind of background 
would look best?  How will it be built? 

7. What should I include in my display?  Consider including samples, models, 
illustrations, graphs, charts, tables, photographs, diagrams, written reports, 
and equipment from your experiments. 

 

IT IS IMPORTANT that you do not become discouraged if your experiments or 
projects do not work out exactly as planned.  Scientists learn as much from the 
many “failed” experiments as from the few which prove successful.  Often with a 
little thought you can develop a new way to state your conclusions that will be 
more satisfying than reporting a negative result.  Remember, no project is a 
failure.  You learn from it no matter what the results are.  Don’t give up too soon! 



THE ELEMENTS OF A PROJECT 
 
Here are the five elements of a project: 
 
1. Backboard (optional) 
The backboard displays much of the information about your project.  The 
diagram below shows a suggested format. 
 

 
These important things are suggested for your backboard: 

• Title of the project 

• Problem 

• Hypothesis 

• Materials 

• Procedure (numbered steps) 

• Results (one or two graphs or photographs and a discussion of the 
results) 

• Conclusion 
 
Don’t attach anything to your backboard until you have all papers, titles, graphs, 
etc. done.  Trying them in different places will help you decide what looks the 
best. 
 
Placing written papers on construction paper before mounting creates an 
attractive appearance. 
 



Headings and the information can be printed using the computer, cut out of 
construction paper, or stenciled. 
 
Proofread carefully before finalizing your work.  
 
Below is an example of a completed backboard: 
 

 
 
2. Materials 
Any materials that were used during the testing and can be safely displayed 
should be placed with the backboard.  For materials that can’t be displayed, 
photographs of them or of the student using them should be on the backboard. 
 
3. Daily Log 
Use a notebook or composition booklet for your “daily log”.  The log includes two 
sections: one, a brief summary of each day’s activities, and two, all of your test 
results.  Some of your results will be quantitative (measurements) and some will 
be qualitative (descriptions of your observations). 
 
Your daily log is very important because it is a record of everything that 
happened during the project as it occurred. Display it with your backboard. 
 
4. Report 
A report should be displayed with your backboard.  The report will provide 
viewers with an overview of your project, background information and additional 
information not included on the backboard. 



5. Scientific Method 
The scientific method is an organized and logical set of steps that are followed 
when solving a problem, experimenting or doing a science project.  A scientist 
often makes an observation that arouses his/her curiosity.  This will lead him/her 
to try to solve a problem or answer a question related to the observation.  The 
scientist will follow the scientific method to solve the problem. 
 
It’s best when a student’s science project problem has developed from an 
observation that he/she made.  Many students, however, get their problem ideas 
from books or people.  Either way, if the project genuinely interests the student 
it’s a good one to select. 
 
The brief overview below explains the steps of the scientific method.   
 



STEPS OF THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD 
 
PROBLEM 
Tell what you want to find out.  Being curious and observing things around you 
can lead to good problems to solve.  Write the problem as a question, such as 
“What happens when ….” or “Is there a relationship between    and 
   ?” 
 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Look up your topic in books or ask experts questions.  The information you find 
will help you to understand your project better, plan it better, form a hypothesis 
and draw conclusions. 
 

HYPOTHESIS 
The hypothesis is a prediction or educated guess that you think may answer your 
problem.  Explain why you think this.  You may make up more than one 
hypothesis. 
 

MATERIALS 
The materials section lists all of the things needed to do the testing. 
 

PROCEDURE 
The procedure is a list of all the steps done when testing.  Be detailed. After 
careful thought you will design an experiment that will test your hypothesis and 
provide measurable results.  Collecting measurable results is the only way to 
insure an objective experiment.  Be sure to tell about your experimental group 
and your control group.  Tell how you controlled variables to do a fair and 
accurate test.  Photographs or apparatus and important procedures may be 
displayed on your backboard. 
 

RESULTS 
The results are also called data or observations.  While you are testing you need 
to observe and make measurements.  Write down al of these results so you 
can analyze, make graphs/charts and draw conclusions from them.  Take 
photographs or results.  Keep a log of your data and observations along with 
your daily activity. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions tell what you learned from trying to solve your problem.  Use the 
results you collected to decide whether your hypothesis was right or wrong.  
Explain how your experiment proved the conclusions.  If the experiment didn’t 
prove anything (inconclusive) explain how you would change it to be better 
results next time.  Even if an experiment doesn’t work the way we expected, it is 
not a failure.  We can still learn from it. 




